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Sub: Provisional Speed certificate for 22.32t axle load Broad Gauge Bogie Hopper
Wagon type BOBYN.

Broad Gauge bogie hopper wagon type BOBYN having maximum axle load of 22.321
is same as existing 20.32t axle load and fitted with CASNUN22 NLB bogie BOBYN
wagon. All dimensions, bogie particulars, purpose etc. are same. The leading
particulars of BOBYN wagon are indicated in RDSO Drg. No.WD-96021-S-02 and
detailed at Annexure-|. The wagon with higher pay load is expected to exhibit better
oscillation characteristics in loaded condition.

BOBYN wagon with axle load 20.321has been permitted to run upto a maximum speedof 75 kmph in both empty and loaded condition vide final speed certificate
No.MWBOBYN dated 05.07. 1 999.

Based on the design features as detailed in Annexure-l and above, it is certified that
BOBYN wagon to RDSO Drg. No. WD-96021-S-02 with axle load of ZZ.32t may be
permitted to run provisionally up to a maximum permissible speed of 65 kmph in 

-both

empty and loaded condition over lndian Railways, subject to the following conditions:
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2.1 Track

2.1.1 The track shall be to a minimum standard of 52Kg. rail (72UTS) on sleeper with M+7
density and minimum depth of ballast cushion below sleeper of 250 mm, which shall
consists of at least 100 mm clean and the rest in caked up condition on compact and
stable formation.

The track shall be to a minimum standard of 90R rail on sleepers with M+4 density and
minimum depth of ballast cushion below sleeper of 200 mm, which shall consists of at
least 75 mm clean and the rest in caked up condition on compact and stable formation.

2.1.2 Joggled fish plating of welds shall be done as per provisions of para 6.4 and para 6.6
of chapter-6 of USFD Manual and para 6.3 of AT welding manual and policy
instructions of Railway Board. Fish plating of rail shall also be ensured as para 251 6f
lRPWM.2004 regarding maintenance of rait joints.

2.1.3 Zonal Railways shall ensure further detailed examination of track as deemed fit based
on age cum condition basis, overdue renewal and condition of formation etc. as
provisions of chapter-3 of IRPWM-2004 regarding permanent way renewals.

2.1.4 The maximum permissible speed on curves shall be decided on the basis of the
existing provision of the lndian Railways Permanent Way Manual second reprint-2004.

2.1.5 For track maintained to lower standard than that mentioned above, the Chief Engineer
concerned shall decide the lower maximum permissible speed on the baiis of
maintenance condition. ln this connection, Railway Board's letter No.6SA/VDO/SR/26
dated 19120.10.1966 may be seen. When the Chief Engineer considers that the road
bed is not compacted or there is improper drainage, he may suitably restrict the
maximum permissible speed depending upon the local conditioni.

2.1.6 Besides USFD testing of rail as per USFD manual, testing of rail head for detection of
gauge face corner defects shall be undertaken at the frequency specified for need
based concept in USFD manual.

2.2 Bridges

2'2.1 The clearance refers to bridges with standard design of girders, slabs, pipe culverts,
piers and abutments etc. issued by RDSO for BGML, RBG and MBG-1987 standard
loadings. However, the bearings of span 76.2 m (clear) designed for BGML standard
loading as per RDSO's drawing No. BA-11154 shall be strengthened by providing two
additional anchor bolts.

2-2.2 Superstructures and bearings of non-standard spans including arches and sub-
structures of all bridges are to be examined under the directions of the Chief Bridge
Engineer concerned and certified safe with respect to current Indian Railway standJd
codes with up to-date correction slips.

2.2-3 ln loaded condition the following restrictions are applicable :-
2.2.3.1 With Single headed operation, track on bridges and approaches of BGML span 7g.g

m (effective) shall be strengthened or modified in such a way so as to allow for
dispersion of longitudinal force as per clause 2.8.3.2 of IRS AriOge Rules. ln cases
where dispersion cannot be allowed as per clause 2.8.3.2 such as due to provision of
SEJ in bridges etc. the bridge superstructure including bearings and sub structure shall
be checked for longitudinal force without dispersion and certified safe by the principal
Chief Engineer concerned.

2-2.3.2With double headed operation, track on brldges and approaches of BGML spans
63.0m and 78.8m (both effective) shall be strengthened or modified in such a way so
as to allow for dispersion of longitudinal force as per clause 2.8.3.2 of IRS Bridge
Rules. In case where dispersion cannot be allowed as per clause Z.B.g.2 such as due
to provision of SEJ in bridges etc., the bridge superstructure including bearings and
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sub-structure shall be checked for longitudinal force without dispersion and certified
safe by the Principal Chief.

2.2.4 Other specific restrictions are applicable which are indicated in relevant speed
certificates of hauling single/multiple loco motives issued by RDSO.

2.2.5 The clearance is subject to the following parameters of wagon:-
(i) Maximum axle load (Loaded)
(ii) Maximum axle load (Empty)
(iii) Maximum CG height from Rail level (loaded)
(iv) Maximum CG height from rail level (empty)
(v) Maximum braking force at rail level per axle

22.321
6.225t
1850 mm
1240 mm
10o/o ol axle load

2.2.5.1(i) ln loaded condition RBG/MBGiBGML loading, span up to 47.25m (all affective)
speed is restricted to 75 kmph.

(ii) ln loaded condition RBG/MBG/BGML loading, span 63.0m & 78.8m (both affective)
speed is restricted to 60 kmph.

2.2.6 Location of bridges on which speed restrictions are imposed shall be notified by the
Railways and incorporated in the working timetable.

2.2.7 The above clause have been arrived considering bridges are in physically sound
condition. Zonal Railway to certify the adequacy of bridges for permitting rolling stocks
based on physical condition of bridges.

2.3 Signalling

2.3.1 Provision of GR, SR, SEM & all extant instructions issued from time to time shall
be complied with.

2.3.2On the sections where EBD of more than 1Km is to be catered for, second distant
signal or automatic signalling shall be available failing which suitable speed restriction
is to be imposed.

2.4 Rolling Stock

2.4.1 Before starting of the movement of BOBYN wagon, Mechanical Department of the
concerned Railways shall certify the safety & Maintenance of the rolling stock and
Engineering Department of the Railway shall certify the track worthiness.

2.4.2 Brake of the rake of the wagon and hauling locomotive shall be in perfect working
condition.

2.4.3 For movement of wagon on any private or assisted siding for loading or unloading the
consignments, the Chief Engineer of Railway shall be referred to.

2.5 General

2.5.'l All the permanent and temporary speed restrictions enforced and those that may
be imposed from time to time due to track, bridges, curves, signalling and inter-
locking etc. shall be also observed.

2.5.2 The design of the BOBYN wagon, does not infringe chapter IV (A), of lndian Railways
Schedule of Dimensions BG Revised, 20A4.

2.5.3 The heap of loading should not exceed the diagram No. 1D of lndian Railway
Schedule of Dimensions BG Revised, 2004.

2-5.4 The provisional speed certificate for operation of 22.321axle load BOBYN wagon shall
remain valid up to 5 years from or date of issue or before date of issuance of final
speed certificate of the wagon type of 'BOBYN' with axle load of 2Z.3Zt.
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ifdrilo: (1) ErS,T {o wo-geo21-s-02.
(2) Annexure-l:-
(3) Annexure-lt :-( C.D.)

. i. WD-21-Casnub-22NLB Bogie_93
ii. RDSO (Wheet & Axte) Drg. No. WD_89025_S_01
iii. Wheet Specification No. R 19/93 pt. I

iv. lndian Rairway permanent way Manuar Reprint-2004
v. Railway Board's letter No.65Arr/Do/sR/26 d'ated 1w2a.i0.1966
vi. USFD-2012
vii. RDSO Drg. No. BA-11154
viii. Max. Moving profile of 1D (EDorT-2202) of lRSOD, revised 20a4.ix. Brake Rigging Drg. No. WD_96021_S_06
x. Brake Diagram Drg. No. WD_96021_S_05
xi. CBC Spec. No. 48-BD-0g
xii. Draft Gear Spec. No. 4g_BD_Og
xiii. lnspection & Maintenance Manual of CBC

a) G-80 (For workshop staff)
b) G-76 (For line staff)

xiv. Bogie Maintenance Manual G-95
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(2) Annexure-l
(3) Annexure-il (C.D.)
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Annexure-l: - salient features of Broad Gauge Bogie Hopper wagon type BoByN with axleload 22'32t (With conventionalAir Brake) As per Diagram Drawing No.WD-960 21-s-oz.

Principte dimensOn ot RffiEtock Diagramdrawin@
Length over Couplers/Buffers= 1164T mm
Bogie centre distance = T4lO mm
Wheel Base = 2000 mm
Axle load (loaded) = 22.32t
Axle load (Empty) = 6.225 t

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Details of eo$e and wfieel gls_ryu_BNLBB@
89073-S-2 having 12 nos. outer, 0-g nos.
lnner and 04 nos. Snubber.piing". 

--
1000 mm diameter wheels set to nbSO
Drg. no.WD-S9025-S-01 & specification
no. R-19i93 Pt-1.

Details of e-afe system Underframe

tpn.qo 02-ABR-02.Detaitofsrakeffi
and parking brake

a. Ptq!" rissin
96021-5-06 & Brake Diagram drg.no. WD_
9602.1-S-05.

b. Brake ratio(loaded) =2g.O3o/oc. Brake ratio(Empty) =52.go/od. Hand brake(loaded) = 12.1o/oe. Hand brake(Empty) = 42.go/oDetails of Coupler anO nuffer a. E/F_NT-Cou
48-BD_08.

b. Draft gears to RDSO specification no.
49-BD-08.Periodicmainffi

standards (safety timits) to be
followed in respect of safety items.

For wheel & axle ref. para 2.g of chapter 2
of IRCA. Part-ilt Addition-1 973.
Air Brake Maintenance Manual no.G_97.
Coupler Maintenance Manual no.G_76.
(for Workshop staff)
Coupler Maintenance Manual no.G_gO.
(for line staff)

Bogieuaffia.
b.

c.
d.

e.

Detailsor@
mechanism to control oveiloadir

tIrtuVU
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